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Problem with low Memory transfer speed using DDR3
in ARRIA 10 SOC32

What is Problem
When ARRIA 10 SOC is used with DDR3 for memory to transfer data from fpga to memory, not able to
use ddr with full efficiency. Fpga to ddr3 transfer speed with stride based writing, able to get 36% of the
memory bus efficiency only.

DDR3 used at 800MHz clock frequency.MT41K512M16HA-125:A
ARRIA 10 SOC used is 10AS032E3F27I2SG.arria-10-product-table,arria-10-device-overview
msgmda ip provided by Intel Quartus used for stride based stream to memory
transfer.MSGDMAUserGuide

Explanation of problem
As we see because of the processing requirement there is a transpose of the data input need to be
done in ddr3 memory when we transfer the data from range fft(Rfft) output to doppler fft(dfft) input.

im-imaginary number, re-real number, Rx(n)-Receiver number, Tx(n)-Transmitter number, L(n)-
Loop or wave or doppler bin number,R(n)- Range bin number,S(n)- sample or range bin number.

https://www.components-store.com/datasheets/8f/MT41K1G8SN-107-IT-A.pdf
https://www.intel.sg/content/dam/www/programmable/us/en/pdfs/literature/pt/arria-10-product-table.pdf#page=1
https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/programmable/us/en/pdfs/literature/hb/arria-10/a10_overview.pdf#page=14
https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/programmable/us/en/pdfs/literature/ug/ug_embedded_ip.pdf#page=325
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In current case, we have 16Rx and 12Tx , we perform four range fft parallel in pipelined
stream way as a group, like this four times one Tx, 16 Rx batch will finish and output is
connected to memory and the transpose required for dfft to perform happens in memory
based on the address we give for the rfft output to store into the memory using quartus
msgdma ip stride and burst mechanism available in it, from memory the data is stream
pipelined as input to dfft and then goes to dfft input. 
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In the current case the rfft output is as follows 

To do that transpose we follow the stride based storage technique in to memory with the help of
standard msgmda ip provided by Intel Quartus.

MSGDMAIP provided by intel is used with the above configuration to interact with EMIF of
HPS.
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The current system is there in such a way, ddr3 is connected to fpga fabric and commonly
used by a ARM Processor and fpga for memory transfer purpose.
Both of them sharing a common bus with ddr3 
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Arria 10 External memory interface with HPS is used to interact with the ddr3 for fpga and
arm processor with Linux OS running on it, and for the memory transaction requirements.

Apart from the above mentioned places, there is nothing much to configure manually by the user
in the project for those ip, rest and all are default configurations used.

According to the theory of ddr transfer when there is no burst transfer, the efficiency of the transfer
reduces because of the latency to read/write the data, command latency will be added to total amount
of time that required to transfer a short amount of data as mentioned here, right now when we stride it
indirectly takes it as random address access, so the efficiency is reducing to 36% as I mentioned above
is the suspicion.

https://www.intel.co.jp/content/dam/www/programmable/us/en/pdfs/literature/wp/wp_ddr_sdram_efficiency.pdf
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How to solve??
The following are the methods that are thinking of but there is solution or action plan to work on it
with us.

Use a custom ip which play with row, bank address of the ddr so that efficiency will be improved
in which as mentioned here done in XILINX fpga system Optimized addressing scheme for
SDRAM.
The DDR3 used above is 16bit ddr but two of such ddr used and using as a 32bit single ddr. Still
figuring out the ways to use them seperately but as of now we could able to use it as single 32bit
ddr. If we split the ddr3 usage also may solves the problem slightly but as of now don't know the
way to do it.
propose a algorithm scheme in such a way that to avoid the usage of transpose between range
fft and doppler fft or somehow avoid stride so that memory efficiency is fully utilized effectively.

Any other suggestions and solutions also welcome.

https://www.repo.uni-hannover.de/bitstream/handle/123456789/9978/Dissertation_Meinl.pdf?sequence=3&isAllowed=y#page=85

